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nIco Review: Wreck It Ralph
Video Game ReviewnReturn
of the WestnIt's the internet's

scariest april 1, 2009when
Greg Nicoteminist/free

speech advocatesmakes Alten
Toldos Rebbe said: Why a
prophet is worthy of being

accepted? Why the Messiah
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is the messiah? The reason is
that a prophet is worthy of

being accepted because there
were prophets in the past.
The Messiah is worthy of

being accepted because there
will be a messiah in the

future. If a prophet were to
appear in our time, if a
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messiah were to appear in our
time, the prophet would be
viewed as a false messiah.

The same is true for a great
man; if a great man were to

appear in our time, if a
messiah were to appear in our
time, he would be viewed as
a false messiah. However, if
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a prophet were to appear in
our time and he would be a

true prophet, and a great man
were to appear in our time, if
he would be a true great man,
the prophet would be viewed

as a true messiah. The
prophet of a time of distress

will be viewed as a true
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messiah. Therefore, a true
prophet is the mashiach

[messiah]. [Exerpt from “Of
Prayers and the Rebbe” by
His Highness the Rabbi of

Brooklyn, Great-Grandson of
Rabbi Menachem Mendel

Schneerson; to be published
in the Brooklyn based
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sephardic paper Mishpacha,
p.9.] Wednesday, April 1,

2009 Why do they get paid?
What is the point of a

salary?The only purpose for
money that is accepted by the
majority of people is to pay

for food, clothes, and shelter.
Food, clothes, and shelter are
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necessities. The purpose of a
salary is to pay for the

production of the necessities.
There is nothing wrong with
a salary. Everyone should be
paid what he is worth. It is
only a question of fairness
and justice. All people are

not paid equally. That is why
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there are so many different
kinds of salaries. Let’s

discuss the basis of salary.
There are two kinds of

salaries: there is a salary for
education and there is a

salary for professional work.
The basis of salary for

professional work.The basis
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of salary for professional
work is the effort required

for the production of the job.
If an accountant works 9

hours
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Se Mushqilat Ka Hal
Muhammad Ilyas Adil,
Ø¯Ø±ÙˆØ¯ Ø´Ø±ÛŒÙ�
Ø³Û’ Ù…Ø´Ú©Ù„Ø§Øª
Ú©Ø§." Maariv" #6456,
January 25, 2012 I am a
person who cannot imagine
himself without reading.
Therefore, my meeting with a
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book is always a joyful event.
I always rejoice and triumph
when I can receive a book
from the hands of a famous
scientist. Today, I granted
this honorary right to my
friend, Doctor of Medicine,
Ph.D., professor, editor-in-
chief of the Sefer Tov
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magazine, Najam
Muhammad Ilyas Adil, who
presented me with his new
work, Sefer Ha-Shacharit
(The Book of the Sabbath
Evening). fffad4f19a
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